
Customer Communications Management (CCM)
A Four-phase Implementation Strategy

for a Successful Migration
Many companies today are wanting to shift from legacy systems to a modern customer communications 
management (CCM) platform in order to take advantage of the many benefits these systems deliver, such 
as improved efficiency, speed of digital transformation, reduced maintenance cost and, most importantly, 

the ability to offer a better customer experience. However, the prospect of migrating your customer
communications assets to a new system can be overwhelming. Following this four-phase implementation 

strategy will make the migration more manageable.

Having a solid migration plan and the right partner to support you will take the frustration out of the migration 
process and ensure a successful outcome. Look to BelWo to gain the support and resources you need to create 

agile applications that meet today’s ever-changing business requirements.

PHASE I
DISCOVERY

PHASE III
DELIVERY

Identify where assets are kept and 
in what format. Make note of 
additional systems that are 

being used to bridge issues. 
Meet with the stakeholders that 

will eventually access the 
system in different capacities to 

gain a better understanding of 
the overarching goals. From 

there, create and review a list of 
requirements then review it with 

all stakeholders and primary 
users to ensure everyone agrees 

with the plan.

There is more to a successful 
delivery than an error-free 
deployment. Deliver completed 
modules for review to verify all 
objectives have been met. 
During this phase, design, logic 
or reporting changes may be 
requested. Look carefully for the 

smallest of changes, font, 
position, page count and reporting 
to ensure the new technology 
executes all the functionality of 
the old. Test case reports are 
provided as part of the delivery.

PHASE II
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT

PHASE IV
DEPLOYMENT

Begin to design the solution 
architecture as your blueprint 

for navigating the phases of the 
migration. Now you will move 

from the concept to the actual 
creation of the CCM system 

based on your methodology 
(agile, waterfall, etc.) and 

update processes, add new 
functionality, clean up inventory. 

Review and test f each task for 
accuracy and do Q & A testing.

Submit a proof of concept 
for review.

Project programming completed, 
thoroughly tested and ready for 
live production. Prior to live 
production, run a parallel test 
to ensure all functionality is 
working. The goal of a 
successful migration is to keep 
the length of the deployment 

phase to a minimum. Be on 
time, be on budget and be 

well-documented. Documentation 
of any changes made serve as a 

roadmap that is updated as changes and 
modifications occur.
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